BRIDGING THE GAP BETWEEN MIDDLE SCHOOL AND HIGH SCHOOL
Bridging the Gap brings together the efforts of middle and high school teachers, parents, principals, music supervisors and yes, students themselves, that have had a profound effect on recruiting, and especially retention going from middle to high school. The key to successful retention is action. On the next pages are a number of strategies that successful instrumental music educators and their constituents use to ensure a seamless transition from the first day that the student picks up their instrument through high school graduation – and beyond.

GUIDE FOR INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC TEACHERS
Tips for Success will help answer a range of questions, from how to prepare an instrument replacement plan to how to expand the learning power of music. These tips are complemented by short videos and will enhance the user’s experience.

“The Music Achievement Council has once again come to the forefront (of the music education landscape) with their latest/greatest edition of Tips for Success. Let us all pledge our heartfelt efforts – and energies – to the most positive, beneficial music making opportunities for today’s young artists who are destined to be tomorrow’s leaders by incorporating this priceless blueprint for success in our ongoing music advocacy outreach.”
– Dr. Tim Lautzenheiser

To order and get more details:
• Contact your sales representative
• Call the EZ Order Line at (800) 554-0626
• Email sales@halleonard.com
• Fax in this form to (414) 774-3259
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